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Y Varoufakis & S Horvat: Diem25: EoP Simple Root Cause Problem Solving
Recommendation
I have watched your Real News Network interview with Dimitry Laskaris: Yanous Varoufakis:
So the idea is to start something that we’ve never tried before and the 09 February 2016 DIEM
25 Press Conference detailing your concerns that European Union disintegration shall result in
a 1930’s ultra nationalist right wing Europe.
Paraphrased excerpt of 09 February 2016 DIEM 25 Press Conference:
“If European Union is disintegrating due to sub-standard economic policies that leads to a
vicious cycle. Bad policy leads to negative economic outcomes like negative interest rates facing
pension funds in Germany or deflation in Spain. These bad economic outcomes give the
bureaucratic technocratic decision-making process more of an incentive to turn to further
degrees of authoritarianism. The extra authoritarianism leads to more entrenchment in the bad
policy framework; which leads to further bad outcomes; and we are in a kind of early 1930's
framework of disintegration. You add to this mix a shock like the refugees and you end up with
the situation we are facing in Europe today. So we ask ourselves a very simple question: If our
analysis is right. If the European Union is disintegrating because of its terrible governance and
architecture; what is the solution? Well we know what is not the solution. The solution is not to
return to the nation state; the solution is not to build walls again; the solution is not fortress
Germany, fortress France, fortress Greece, fortresses everywhere. Those walls simply reflect our
insecurities. That is not the solution. It is also not the solution ostrich like to bury our heads in
the sand and pretend we are on the right path and we only need to tweak our policies a little. So
if these are not the solutions; what are the solutions? Our answer to this poignant question is a
surge for democratizing European Union to achieve two things: Firstly: to recalibrate existing
institutions and policies; in order to stabilize the five crisis that are destabilizing Europe: debt,

banking, low investment, rising poverty which fuels misanthropy and ultra nationalism, and
migration. To do this in a way that re-legitimizes political power and re-politicizes political
union. How can this happen? The old fashioned system of creating a political party in the
context of the nation state; making promises that you cannot fulfill once you are in power; if you
ever gain power. That system is finished. I have watched mighty finance ministers including in
Germany; being reduced to a state of helplessness; in the context of the European Union
Council. So if we are right that another political party, in the context of a nation state is not the
right way to go. What is the only alternative? The only alternative is to try something we have
never tried before. A political movement, that starts everywhere in Europe at once; cross
borders; independent of prior political party affiliations; that has one simple objective: Get
Europeans around a metaphorical table, to discuss as Europeans their common problems; and
what we want are common solutions. The hope is that if a consensus emerges; and that
consensus will find ways of expressing itself in the municipalities and states of the European
Union.”
I have also read correspondence from Gyula Bujdosó; Boers send a Delegation to Hungary;
Fidesz founder says racial war being waged against whites in Europe; regarding Jus Sanguinis
‘Right of Return’ for African White Refugees briefing paper submitted to Progenitor European
Nations: France, Germany, Netherlands, United Kingdom and Switzerland; copied to NATO:
Military Committee; including Hungary: Lt Gen Tibor Benko; and Turkey: Gen Isik Kosaner.
Put simply: Europe, Africa, Eurasia, America: All of humans on Planet Earth’s choices are
between Ecology of Peace humane, orderly and relatively non-violent deindustrialization and
depopulation; and Masonic War is Peace extremely violent Mad Max race wars, religious wars,
four horses of the apocalypse Armageddon deindustrialization and depopulation.
It is true that when the European Union and World economy collapses; perhaps together;
perhaps subsequent to each other by a few years [Meltdown]; the socio-economic conditions
shall result in the rise of either Masonic ‘left: communist’ or ‘right: national socialist’ wing War
is Peace populist extremist political parties. Irrespective of whether the extremist populist party
in any particular nation is ‘left’ or ‘right’; that Masonic War is Peace populist extremist party
shall need to engage in culling of the populace; to reduce the nations populace to levels closer to
ecological carrying capacity limits. Both left and right wing Masonic War is Peace extremist
populists shall have their respective ‘racial, cultural or religious trash’ [Soviet Story] whom they
shall cull from their national genepool; whether via Stalinist Ukraine like famine; or Siberian
concentration camps [Soviet Story]; or Nazi-like concentration camps [Jesuit Nazi Final
Solution]; or American version Fema camps; or simply quickly and brutally Hutu-Tutsi style
[Hutu-Tutsi]. There shall be mass culling. The decision-making about whom should and should
not be culled; will not be based upon any racial, cultural, religious impartial ‘rule of culling law’
principle; but on the emotional hatred zeal of those in power; against perceived racial, religious
or cultural group enemies; with no consideration whether individuals within that racial,
religious or cultural group are guilty of the crimes; that some of their fellow racial, religious or
cultural members are perceived to be guilty of by the respective Masonic Right/Left Extremist
elite.
“Left right or right wing Capitalist WiP economic and population growth destroys the
environment decreasing the nation’s resources. Left or Right wing Communist or National
Socialist WiP economic and population growth destroys the environment decreasing the nation’s
resources. The only difference is that Left or Right wing Capitalist growth does it faster and
with greater economic inequality. When nations choose to follow a Masonic capitalist,
communist, socialist, libertarian, Stalinist, nazi ‘right to breed/consume above ecological

carrying capacity limits’ economic growth or population growth plan; they are buying a ticket on
the Titanic. Whether they purchase a Left or Right Wing Neo Conservative/Liberal capitalist
first-class or Left or Right wing Extremist Marxist/Nazi communist/national socialist third class
steerage Titanic ticket is irrelevant. They are purchasing a ticket on the Titanic where the end
sinking of the WiP capitalist/communist titanic economy; and mass covert or overt culling of
‘racial trash’ result is the same.” – amended quote of Albert Bartlett; Arithmetic, Population
and Energy.
“The teachings of Marx and Engels were carefully studied by Lenin; the man who established
the first Marxist country on Earth. One year after Lenin’s death in 1924, the New York Times
published a small article, which at the time went almost unnoticed: "Hitlerite Riot In Berlin:
Bear Glasses Fly When Speaker Compares Hitler and Lenin. It was about some newly
established party in Germany. Berlin, Nov 27: The National Socialist-Labor Party, of which
Adolph Hitler is patron and father, persists in believing Lenin and Hitler can be compared or
contrasted in a party meeting. Two weeks ago an attempted discussion of this subject led to one
death, sixty injuries and GBP 3,000 damages to beer glasses, tables, chairs, windows and
chandeliers in Chemnitz. Last night Dr Goebels tried the experiment in Berlin and only police
intervention prevented a repetition of the Chemnitz affair. On Dr. Goebels assertion that Lenin
was the greatest man, second only to Hitler, and that the difference between communism and
the Hitler faith were very slight, a faction war opened with whizzing beer glasses." Amazing. A
Future Nazi propaganda minister Goebels was openly declaring that the difference between
Lenin's communism and the Hitler faith was very slight.” -- The Soviet Story.

Sincere EoP or WiP Fraud: Never Had Before Democratization Discussion?:
Put differently: A ‘democratization discussion that you have never had before about European
Union economic problems’ is an excellent idea; IF your discussion is focused on brutal honestly
(a) confronting and addressing the root Masonic War is Peace ‘right to breed and consume with
total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’ causes of – ecological overshoot resource
depletion tipping points and resource conflict – which are manifesting as their overpopulation
and consumption socio-economic and psycho-political problems; and (b) implementing a fair,
honourable and transparent deindustrialization and depopulation policy; based upon impartial
easily verifiable factors that clearly delineate which individuals; irrespective of race, religion,
class or culture; should be eliminated from the national genepool; when, where, how many; how
and by whom.
If your ‘democratization discussion that you have never had before about European Union
economic problems’ does not include discussion of the root overpopulation and consumption
causes of those socio-economic problems; your ‘democratization’ discussion is not ‘a new
discussion that has never been had before’. It shall just be another ‘Its not about the Nail’
Masonic War is Peace pretend we give a fuck about problem solving; while doing fuck all about
solving the root causes of our socio-economic problems; instead aggravating the root causes so
we can parasitically socio-politically ego Mindfuck profit from them:


“Paris is choking with ego fuck honour White, Black, Chink, Paki, Coolie, Kike Power
environmental moral supremacists pretending they give a fuck about climate change;
who will continue to whine and whine and whine and whine and whine and whine and
whine about climate change, food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban
sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak
population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, climate change,





feminism, nazism, Islamism, capitalism, communism, militarization of police, etc; while
doing sweet goddamn fuck all about the Masonic War is Peace right to breed/consume
with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits international law social
contract; that is the root cause of everything they whine about.” [PDF]
New Zealand is currently choking with Fuck Honour TPP Ego Supremacists pretending
they give a fuck about a stable sustainable economy; who will continue to whine and
whine and whine and whine and whine and whine and whine about economic collapse,
food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic
waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species extinction,
loss of biodiversity, peak resources, climate change, feminism, nazism, Islamism,
capitalism, communism, militarization of police, etc; while doing sweet goddamn fuck all
about the Masonic War is Peace right to breed/consume with total disregard for
ecological carrying capacity limits international law social contract; that is the root
cause of everything they whine about.” [PDF].
Harney Co. choking with Fuck Honour Liberty Valance Cuntstudushin moral
supremacists pretending they give a fuck about peace and justice; who will continue to
whine and whine and whine and whine and whine and whine and whine about
authoritarian militarized government land grabs, food shortages, food inflation, cost of
living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water,
peak food, peak population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources,
climate change, feminism, nazism, Islamism, capitalism, communism, militarization of
police, etc; while doing sweet goddamn fuck all about the Masonic War is Peace right to
breed/consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits international
law social contract; that is the root cause of everything they whine about.” [PDF]

If the nail-problem you are hammering is to abolish the
Masonic War is Peace social contract and replace it with
an Ecology of Peace social contract; then that nail is
simultaneously addressing a multitude of ecological
overshoot problems: whether crime and violence,
unemployment and poverty, food shortages, inflation,
political instability, loss of political freedoms, conformist
political correctness, vanishing species, garbage and
pollution, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste,
resource depletion, etc. Put simply the nail is in the bulls
eye target zone, and each hammer strike, sends problem
solving solution ripples to each of all of these problems;
whereas if you focus your nail-problem hammering in
War is Peace ‘racial, ideological, cultural, religious,
economic etc’ symptom zones; each hammer strike is
pointless; because in the absence of addressing the root cause of the problem: Masonic War is
Peace ‘right to breed/consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’ social
contract; the particular problem you are focused on is only going to get worse; as the tap of
overpopulation / overconsumption-ecological overshoot resource scarcity grows and grows and
grows.
“...an organization cannot have a conservation policy without having a population policy....the
sanity test — in which the candidate, confronted with an overflowing sink, is classified
according to whether he reaches for the faucet or the mop.” -- Daniel B. Luten; as quoted by
William Milton Cooper in Behold a Pale Horse.

Sincere Honour EcoFootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics Root Cause Problem Solving
Legal Discussion:
I don’t know if you are aware of this information; but Ecology of Peace culture has been having
a legal discussion that has never been had before, since 18 June 2002; focused on the root
causes of all the aforementioned socio-economic and psycho-political problems being whined
about; i.e. about reforming or abolishing the ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for
ecological carrying capacity limits’ clauses of the international law social contract; and options
for implementing an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; that requires all the
worlds citizens from all races, religions and cultures to procreate and consume below ecological
carrying capacity limits.
Here follow excerpts:
Are you willing to change the conversation; to have a conversation that has not been had before;
to have a conversation about – ecological overshoot resource depletion tipping points and
resource conflict – national resource shrinking lifeboats decision-making about ‘whom should be
removed from the lifeboat aka national genepool; how should they be removed; how many
should be removed; by whom and when should they be removed’?
Put Simply: Do you want a Culture Change by reaching for the faucet to engage in an EoP
Honour EcoFootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics discussion; or is your ‘culture change’ rhetoric
just verbal diarrhea pretend culture change; while you stay stuck in your ‘Suck my - WiP
human sacrifice to the EgoPhallic Gods – Dick; bitch’ fragile ego Masonic culture?
EoP support and cooperate with any human factory farming slavery enslavement John Brown,
William Wilberforce, Eric Liddle, Frederick Douglass, Noel Ignatiev or Thomas Sankara
abolitionist; willing to (a) legally and publicly confront the phallic human sacrifice War is Peace
‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’
foundation of our secular or theocratic – capitalist, communist, libertarian, socialist, Christian,
Muslim, Catholic, Buddhist, etc – religions and national social contract constitutions; (b) to have
the courage to give up their addiction to false left and right wing moral supremacist bullshit
propaganda and its individual and/ corporate political bribery welfare at the expense of the
ecological resource commons that provides all human and animal species with survival
sustenance; to (c) engage in a legal discussion about options to cooperation with national and
international authorities to – hopefully nonviolently – implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract that requires all the worlds citizens from all races, classes,
religions and cultures to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
* ~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ *
Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics:
In Garrett Hardin’s: Living on a Lifeboat and Lifeboat Ethics: The Case Against Helping the
Poor; the basic access to resources leadership decision was ‘nations resource lifeboat is not full
yet, whom of those drowning in the water; should we give the opportunity to get into our
national lifeboat; and whom should we just allow to drown’.

In US Army’s Lifeboat Ethics while not explicitly stated in the course material; that – in terms
of ecological overshoot resource depletion tipping points and resource conflict – all nations on
Earth’s resource lifeboats are not only full; but shrinking so now the decision is not ‘whom to let
in’ but ‘whom should be removed from the lifeboat aka national genepool; how should they be
removed; how many should be removed; by whom and when should they be removed’?

Ecology of Peace v WiP NWO Shrinking Lifeboat negotiations questions:
This is a similar question to two EoP v WiP NWO negotiations questions [PDF]:


V. Putin: New-EoP-Gotit or [current Masonic] No-Los-Pepes Evacuation Rules?



A. Muhrrteyn: Revolution in Military Ethics question: Defining just and unjust actions
in war and military conflict: the operative question: Whom should the military kill?

Summary: Ecology of Peace Culture Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics Answers:
The Ecology of Peace culture’s answer to these shrinking lifeboat questions:
Summary:
Whom should be removed from the lifeboat/national genepool & how many should be removed:

All citizens from whatever nation, race, religion or class whose procreation and/or
consumption has been and is above ecological carrying capacity limits; who refuse to
commit in writing to reduce their consumption and/or procreation to ecological carrying
capacity limits; should be evacuated from the planetary genepool lifeboat by national
criminal justice government departments.
How should they be removed from the national genepool; by whom, how many and when should
they be removed’?

Worlds Attorney Generals should cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract that requires all the worlds citizens to procreate and
consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.

Once implemented: all citizens from whatever nation, race, religion or class whose
procreation and/or consumption has been and is above ecological carrying capacity
limits; who refuse to commit in writing to reduce their consumption and/or procreation
to ecological carrying capacity limits; should be evacuated from the planetary genepool
lifeboat by national criminal justice government departments.

If or where any nation’s Attorney General obstructs the implementation of Ecology of
Peace international law social contract; they should provide reasons for their legal
obstruction behaviour to the International Criminal Court; and/if or when they refuse to
do so; should be coerced into doing so by the implementation of EoP Axis Military
Necessity Mutual Coercion Psychotronic Evacuation processes which shall
psychotronically evacuate lotto nations scarcity combatant and breeding/consumption
war citizens who have not signed EoP Axis Oaths from the planetary genepool.

More Info: Ecology of Peace Culture Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics Answers:
Aforementioned Ecology of Peace shrinking lifeboat ethics [PDF] answers can be found in
greater detail in — EoP WiP negotiations: Cop21 [PDF]; TPP [PDF]; USA v A Bundy et al
[PDF]; — correspondence; and Ecology of Peace options to politically, legally and/or militarily
implement an Ecology of Peace International law social contract documents. EoP options being:
Amendment of UN Prisoner of War Treaty; EoP Referendum; EoP ICC Complaint and EoP
Military Necessity Mutual Coercion Psychotronic Evacuation; excerpts of which follow:
* ~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ *
Green Industrial Economy Fraud:
The Green Industrial Economy is impossible because of Peak Non-Renewable Natural
Resources; as comprehensively detailed by Christopher Clugston; in Scarcity: Humanity’s Last
Chapter: A Comprehensive Analysis of Nonrenewable Natural Resource (NNR) Scarcity’s
Consequences.
Scientists Denial of Procreation Factor in carbon or eco-footprint measurements:
See for example: * Study of Paul A. Murtaugh, Michael G. Schlax (2009): Reproduction and the
carbon legacies of individuals; Global Environmental Change, 19 (2009) pp. 14-20; Every Child
Increases a Woman’s Carbon Footprint by a factor of 20: A woman can reduce her carbon
footprint 19 times more by having one fewer child than by all other energy efficiency actions the
E.P.A. suggests combined; * Al Bartlett: China One Child Policy climate change negotiation
arguments. * BBC Africa: Ghanaian Cardinal says birth control could offer solution to climate
change; * 2010: Thou Shalt Not Breed: Anglicans; copy available at: Mencken -- Licensed to
Breed DieOff – Monkeylaw Prophets; * ECSP: Environmental Researchers and the Touchy
Topics of Family Planning and Population.
* ~~~~~~~~ *
General Mike Flynn: You can’t defeat an enemy you don’t admit exists.
Any form of capitalism that allows citizens to procreate and/or consume above ecological
carrying capacity limits; cannot – according to Tragedy of the Commons principles – do
anything else but degenerate into predatory capitalism aka fascism. Of interest regarding the
future impending consequences of planetary predatory capitalism: Real News: Paul Jay’s
Reality Asserts Itself: Who Makes US Foreign Policy interview of Lawrence Wilkerson;
particularly the predatory capitalism part; which deals with the necessity of the great powers
cooperating to implement a new economic order; to address the massive impending planetary
social conflict problems resulting from climate change, peak food, peak water, peak oil,
including how and where to bury 6 billion people.
“If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough.” - Albert Einstein
1. Economic inequality; psycho-social resource conflict conformity pressures; climate
change, food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams,
toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species
extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, nation states standing army or dissident
guerrilla army ‘terrorism’ resource war military aggression, etc – are a direct and
indirect consequence of overpopulation and overconsumption.

2. Overconsumption and overpopulation are a direct consequence of humans procreating
and consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits.
3. Humans procreate and consume above ecological carrying capacity limits because the
current international law social contract; allows nation states to provide their citizens
with the implied ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying
capacity limits’.
4. Humans will stop procreating and consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits

when legislators amend the current international law and national constitutional social
contract statutes that enable procreation and consumption above ecological carrying
capacity limits; to specifically require all the worlds/their nations citizens to procreate
and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
In the – amended – wording of Dr. Al Bartlett: Living on a planet where cultures are based
upon Masonic War is Peace right to breed/consume social contract principles is like buying a
ticket on the Titanic; if you’re smart you go Capitalist first class; or you can go cheap
Communist or Primitivist steerage third class. In all cases, the sinking of the culture from
ecological overshoot resource depletion result is the same. But if the social contract gives the
people the choice, most people would go fast, flashy and first class.
As reported in Nasa funded Human (Predator) and Nature (Prey) Dynamics (HANDY) studies:
Humans who engage in totalitarian agriculture, engage in Predator-Prey Growth and Collapse
of Civilization/Empire cycles: Greco-Rome, Minoan, Mycenaean, Sumerians, Akkadian,
Assyrian, Babylonian, Achaemenid, Seleucid, Zhou, Han, Tang, Song, Parthian, Sassanid,
Umayyad, Abbasid, Mauryan, Gupta, Maya, Hittite, Harrapan and Teotihuacan. Collapses
result from (1) Ecological Strain and (2) Economic Stratification and include the disappearance
of between 90-99% of the populations (from famine, disease and organized violence resource
wars) including their kings, Gods, calendars and other complex political and cultural
institutions.
Economic Stratification Collapse occurs due to unequal consumption of resources generating
Elites vs Commoners. As Elites become sizable and keep growing, they consume more; their
over-exploitation results in collapse of resources to the Commoners; who experience famine and
collapse. Elites -- due to their wealth -- do not suffer the detrimental effects of environmental
collapse until much later than Commoners, which allows them to continue 'business as usual',
despite the impending catastrophe; explaining how historical collapses were allowed to occur by
seemingly oblivious elites (eg Roman & Mayan cases).
As clarified by Garrett Hardin in Tragedy of the Commons; in the absence of a social contract
that eliminates ‘breeding/consumption’ cheaters from the genepool; a social contract that
provides for no ‘elimination from the genepool’ consequences for ‘breeding / consumption war
cheaters; effectively results in other members of the culture being forced to engage in breeding /
consumption war cheating; for offence or defence of their resources purposes; which sets in
motion a breeding / consumption war ratrace. This reality was observed shortly after the
invention of totalitarian agriculture; and the elite of the time decided rightly or wrongly that
their only option was for the elite to divide and conquer manage and profit from the ‘breeding /
consumption war’; which is one of the ‘human sacrifice’ ‘secrets’ of ‘oroborous mystery phallic
worship religions’.

If economists and journalists are sincere about establishing an economic system based upon
resource footprint morality; and abolishing the human factory farming slavery system; they
need to confront Ecology of Peace Factual Reality: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and
non-renewable resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above ecological
carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) To sustainably protect and conserve
natural resources in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict
national and international inter-cultural resource war conflict; humans must implement an
Ecology of Peace international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed
and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
*~~~~~~*
All ideas are not equal.
If some Vietnam Phoenix project terrorists have thrown you out of a plane with a parachute; but
you don’t know how to work a parachute; then the idea of ‘I better think about how to pull the
ripchord for my parachute so that I can defy gravity with a scientifically proven method of
defying gravity: namely a parachute’ and ‘I can defy gravity with some Masonic verbal
gymnastics; and once I have redefined gravity so that it does not apply to fuck honour tits and
ass kikes New Yorkers; God will amend gravity in accordance to my Masonic law new definition
demands’ are not equal.

“Paris is currently choking with ego fuck honour White, Black, Chink, Paki, Coolie, Kike Power
environmental moral supremacists; who will continue to whine and whine and whine and whine
and whine and whine and whine about food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases,
urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak
population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources, climate change, feminism,
nazism, Islamism, capitalism, communism, militarization of police, etc; while doing sweet
goddamn fuck all about the Masonic War is Peace right to breed/consume with total disregard
for ecological carrying capacity limits international law social contract; that is the root cause of
everything they whine about.”
--------------Put differently:

If the Cop 21 Secretariat gave a fuck about beginning to educate yourselves, those attending
your ‘Climate Change Conference’, journalists and the worlds citizens about the scientific
ripchord as opposed to the Masonic verbal gymnastics information regarding root causes of
Climate Change: namely overpopulation and overconsumption; whose causes are the Masonic
War is Peace -- right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity
limits -- international law social contract; you would have invited any one of the following
speakers to present their information; to begin the educational persuasion process as to how
and why it is a matter of military necessity to implement an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract; that restricts all the worlds citizens from all races, classes and religions to
breeding and consuming below ecological carrying capacity limits.


Media Censorship: Maher, Michael (1997/03): How and Why Journalists Avoid the
Population-Environment Connection: University of Southwestern Louisiana, Population
and Environment, Volume 18, Number 4, March 1977; Reprinted in 1997 by the
Carrying Capacity Network, Focus, 18 (2), 21-37. [SQSwans: Ph.D Guerrylla: Michael
Maher]



Peak NNR Resources and Collapse of Green Industrial Economy: Clugston Chris:
Peak NNR: Scarcity: Humanity’s Last Chapter: A Comprehensive Analysis of
Nonrenewable Natural Resource (NNR) Scarcity’s Consequences. [SQSwans: Ph.D
Guerrylla: Chris Clugston]



Overpopulation: Paul A. Murtaugh, Michael G. Schlax (2009): Reproduction and the
carbon legacies of individuals; Global Environmental Change, 19 (2009) pp. 14-20; which
details how Every Child Increases a Woman’s Carbon Footprint by a factor of 20: A
woman can reduce her carbon footprint 19 times more by having one fewer child than by
all other energy efficiency actions the E.P.A. suggests combined. [SQSwans: Ph.D
Guerrylla: Paul Murtagh]



Overconsumption: Timothy J. Garrett (Nov. 2009), Are there basic physical constraints
on future anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide?; Climatic Change; which details
that Only Civilization Collapse will prevent runaway global climate change: Industrial
Civilization / Consumption Developmentism as Heat Engine Root cause of ScarcityConflict Climate Change-National Security Impending Near-term Extinction reality.
[SQSwans: Ph.D Guerrylla: Timothy J Garrett]



Honour v Fuck Honour Human Nature: Astrid Dannenberg (2012): Climate Change
Negotiations: Game Theory and Experimental Evidence. Climate treaty negotiators
might be wise to have a conversation with a game theorist. So far, negotiators’ promises
to reduce greenhouse gas production have been paltry and results paltrier, as both
emissions and global temperatures have risen. A new game theoretic analysis published
in the Oct. 23 Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences both pinpoints why
negotiations have accomplished so little and suggests how the parties might achieve
better results. [SQSwans: Ph.D Guerrylla: Astrid Dannenberg]

Overpopulation & Overconsumption Causes of Scarcity & Conflict:
United States, Canada, United Kingdom, Germany, Israel and Russian: Military, Intelligence
Agency and Government Reports about Overpopulation and Overconsumption as sources of

Resource Conflict are available at: Military Gospel according to Homer Lea; such as for
example:



Vice Admiral Dennis V. McGinn, USN (Ret); Former Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
for Warfare Requirements and Programs: Powering America’s Defense: Energy and the
Risks to National Security; Center for Naval Analysis, CNA.
Vice Admiral Dennis McGinn; Energy, Climate Change, and the Military: Implications
for National Security; Woodrow Wilson Center for Environmental Security.

All aforementioned reports and many more totally ignored and censored by Cop21 are the
foundation of – and shall be cited in – EoP PoW Applicants ICC complaint to implement an
Ecology of Peace international law social contract; by abolishing and/or reforming the Masonic
War is Peace international law social contract.


EoP PoW et al Applicants: EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel Committee et al: Notice to
UN Nation states Attorney Generals & ICC: ICC Private Prosecution ‘crimes of
aggression acts of war’: Notice ITO of Article 5 & 15 of Rome Statute & ‘Nuclear Freedom
Mutual Coercion Military Necessity for the Implementation of an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract’ Rendulic Rule Military Necessity doctrine: Private
Prosecution of Respondents: Charges: Crimes of Aggression Acts of War; EoP PoW ICC
Complaint; one of EoP options to implement EoP international law social contract.

“Climate Change will become a defense and security issue, for four major reasons. There will be
water wars, there will be oil wars, there will be massive migration on a scale the world has
never seen, and there will be massive food insecurity. The two things of importance to the
United States and UK will be issues of migration, which we already have problems with in
Europe and the US. It will get much much more extreme. .. So much of our food is derived from
Africa and Central and South America, if that starts to fail .. there could be rioting. There is an
expression which is called nine meals from anarchy.” – Rosie Boycott, Former Editor of the
Independent; Climate Change and National Security.

* ~~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~~ *
Current International Law Right to Breed & Consume:
There are many examples of current international law statutes that directly and indirectly
provide citizens with the right to breed and/or consume above ecological carrying capacity
limits; and lawyers, prosecutors and Judges who apply them, all while pretending their courts
are concerned with ‘truth’ and ‘evidence’; pretending they have fuck all clue why and how those
statutes result in food shortages & inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams,
toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species extinction, loss
of biodiversity, peak resources and climate change; inter-racial, religious and cultural social
conflict; psycho-social conflict; not to mention overpopulation and consumption resource
depletion and scarcity induced resource wars; which sometimes manifest as genocide and
holocausts.
Put simply: unlike Arthur Edens and Michael Clayton – they are in total denial that they are
Sheva the legal cryptic gods of death.

[..]

Summary of the origins and practices of Sheva & Lucifer the cryptic gods of death:
The following are – in my view relevant excerpts from – EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel
Committee et al; for your consideration:
------------Excerpt: EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel Committee et al -------------AnthroCorpocentric Jurisprudence’s Innocence for Sale Indulgence Legal Matrix:
“Corporations are a Frankenstein monster which States have created by their
corporation laws.” - Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis, 1916
“Every right must be evaluated in the network of all rights claimed and the environment
in which these rights are exercised. If we hold that every right, “natural” or not, must be
evaluated in the total system of rights operating in a world that is limited, we must
inevitably conclude that no right can be presumed to be absolute, that the effect of each
right on the suppliers as well as on the demanders must be determined before we can
ascertain the quantity of right that is admissible. From here on out, ours is a limited
world. Rights must also be limited. The greater the population, the more limited the per
capita supply of all goods; hence the greater must be the limitation on individual rights,
including the right to breed. At its heart, this is the political meaning of the population
problem.” – Garrett Hardin, Limited World, Limited Rights
Civilized Patriarchy’s Legal Matrix Reality doctrine -- the Inalienable ‘Right to Breed and
Consume, but you need a License to Own a Gun, a License to Drive a Car, a License to Practice
Law, a television license, a credit license, a license to earn a living, a university exemption
license, a license to fish, a license to hunt, a liquor license, a business license, a marriage
license, in some U.S. states, five year olds, even need to get a license to run a lemonade stand on
their front lawn -- hypocritically referred to as the ‘rule-of-law’ is a legal world of lawyers,
politicians and priests, who prefer to negligently ignore, plausibly deny, or socio-psychophallicly benefit from the conquer-and-multiply and divide and conquer control over the means
of human reproduction and consumption. It is a Matrix reality, of legal, political and religious
indulgence salesmen.
It is a legal world, very similar to the Matrix religious world that existed before Martin
Luther confronted the religious indulgence salesmen with his Ninety-Five Theses, on the
Church of All Saints, on 31 October 1517, thereby initiating the Protestant Reformation.
In the Catholic Church’s religious Matrix world, only Catholic Bishops were entitled to be
interpreters of the ‘word of god’. Only they could decide what God meant, about who was guilty
and who was innocent, who would go to hell and who would go to heaven. God did not speak to
common people, except via the Catholic Church’s bishops.
In Civilized Patriarchy’s Legal Matrix world, only those who swear blind obedience to
Civilized Patriarchy’s Legal Matrix world – lawyers, prosecutors and judges – are deemed to
possess the supposed superior intellectual Legal Godlike capabilities, to decipher, decode and
interpret the ‘word of civilized patriarch gods’, hence capable of deciding which of us mere
Commons surplus cannon fodder mortals acts of commission, or omission, is ‘lawful’ or
‘unlawful’.

Civilized Patriarchy’s Legal Matrix ‘AnthroCorpocentric law’ is based upon Flat Earth
‘jurisprudence’, as per the demands of those capable of purchasing Flat Earth legislation
indulgences which make their ecologically – breeding/consumption war -- criminal acts, to be
deemed as ‘legal/lawful’ conduct by the Legal Matrix Bishops: lawyers, prosecutors and Judges.
It is a Matrix world of legal indulgence salesmen; who -- ‘Contempt in Facie Curiae’ -demand the public’s sycophantic submissive obedience; for their supposed superior intellectual
Godlike capabilities, to decipher, decode and interpret which of us mere Commons surplus
cannon and vote fodder mortals acts of commission, or omission, is ‘lawful’ or ‘unlawful’.

Thieving, Conquering, Murdering and Culling Acts of Un/Lawfulness:
“Military men are just dumb, stupid animals to be used as pawns in foreign policy.” Henry Kissinger; The Final Days, by Bob Woodward & Carl Bernstein
Surplus vote fodder citizens may convert to becoming cannon-fodder citizens by joining the
military to commit conquering or culling acts of murder and theft, as long as their murder and
theft is sanctioned as a lawful conquer, culling or theft order, by one or more groups of left/right
conquer-and-multiply legal indulgence salesmen.
In this Matrix Reality legal world, soldiers tasked with the national security conquering and
culling responsibilities, of conquering to thieve another tribe’s resources, and culling population
‘useless eaters’ and ‘oxygen thieves’ surplus population excesses; on behalf of the conquering
and culling profiteering demands of civilized patriarchy’s civilian corporate and political elite;
constantly find themselves confronted with the conquer-or-culling “Befehl ist Befehl” Catch 22
dilemma:
To obey, or not to obey, a ‘Lebensraum’, ‘Difaqane’, ‘Operation Freedumb’ and the thousands
like them, order to conquer or cull; since a lawful conquer or culling order, by one group of
left/right conquer-and-multiply legal indulgence salesmen, can easily be reinterpreted to be an
unlawful order, by another group of opposing left/right conquer-and multiply legal indulgence
salesmen; presenting a Catch 22 dilemma from which there is no legal escape.
One who refuses a ‘lawful’ conquering or culling order will still probably be jailed for
refusing orders, and one who accepts an ‘unlawful order will be jailed for committing unlawful
culling or conquering acts.
Who decides, what is, and what is not, a conquering or culling lawful, or unlawful order?
The ‘Inalienable Right to Breed’ Matrix Reality conquer-and-multiply indulgence salesmen,
with their specious justifications, and nightmare of Legal Matrix reality generated bureaucratic
stare-decisis cryptic rules and statutes, of course!
"I don't know what you mean by 'glory,' " Alice said.
Humpty Dumpty smiled contemptuously. "Of course you don't—till I tell you. I meant
'there's a nice knock-down argument for you!' "
"But 'glory' doesn't mean 'a nice knock-down argument'," Alice objected.

"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, "it means just
what I choose it to mean—neither more nor less."
"The question is," said Alice, "whether you can make words mean so many different
things."
"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be master—that's all."
-- Through the Looking Glass, by Lewis Carroll
Anthropocentric Master’s of ‘Relevance’ Jurisprudence:
The question in a civilized patriarchy court is only concerned with who is the master of
one word: ‘relevance’.
Any question or answer that exposes civilized patriarchy’s Legal Matrix system for what
it is; a system far more corrupt than the Catholic Church’s Indulgences for Sale religious
matrix, is simply deemed as ‘irrelevant’.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges defy the laws of ecology with
a massive ‘fuck you’, by legislating, interpreting and enforcing Legal Matrix doctrine, that
encourages citizens to breed and consume above cultural carrying capacity limits.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges know that legislation which
ignores carrying capacity limits results in ecological overshoot, surplus vote-cannon-fodder
populations, economic hierarchical inequality, and scarcity induced local, national and
international conflict.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges know that legislation which
enables ecological overshoot in multi-cultural/ethnic/religious communities, manifests as intercultural / ethnic / religious conflict.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges know that inter-cultural /
ethnic conflict is a great divide and conquer tool to manipulate the proletariat to perceive other
cultural/ethnic proletariat as the source of their own overshoot-scarcity-conflict misery.
It is ‘irrelevant’ that legislators, lawyers, courts and judges sit in judgement about an
accused’s case of theft or murder; while consciously ignoring the theft and thievery and
participation in mass murder of the civilized patriarchy corporate elite, who purchased
‘Innocence for Sale’ Indulgences from legislators to avoid legislation that defines their
ecologically criminal acts of billion and trillion dollar thievery and murder as ‘unlawful’.
What is relevant?:
It is relevant that civilized patriarchy’s penis constitutions human factory farming
rights to breed and consume, is to be master —that's all.
Who says so?:
Civilized Patriarchy’s ecologically illiterate Legal Matrix Legislator’s, lawyers, judges
and prosecutors ego-genitals say so!
[..]

Totalitarian Agriculture as the source of Taker resource scarcity social-conflict
contract problems:
The problems with Taker social contract occurred with the invention of Totalitarian
agriculture; which describes the behaviour of humans who violate their original indigenous
tribal territory’s by choosing to engage in surplus food production (economic growth); resulting
in surplus human (population growth).
When any tribe of humans overbreed and/or overconsume the natural resources in their
perceived tribal territory; they travel beyond their tribal territory to go and find resources they
have over-consumed and degraded. When such a tribe enters another tribes territory, then
conflict occurs (from economic, political to physical, an organized violence warfare). To limit
inter-tribal territorial resource acquisition conflict, all tribes must agree to limit procreation
and consumption to their tribal territory ecological carrying capacity limits.
Simplistically the history of war can be summed up as: Every single battle between two
groups of racial, religious, ethnic, or ideological warriors, engaged in organized violence resource
thieving or defence, since the advent of totalitarian agriculture, was a result of one or both of
those tribes having overbred and/or overconsumed, and engaging in resource thieving into
another tribes territory.
Since the beginning of humans (whatever you believe that beginning to be) humans lived
in nomadic hunter gatherer tribes, like the Bushmen, Aborigine’s, etc. Male duties were to hunt
and protect the tribe. Women’s duties were to forage and nurture the young. Both men and
women contributed to the tribe’s economic resources and duties, hence power was shared
reasonably equally. Tribes were concerned about not overbreeding; since such overbreeding
resulted in the resources in a territory being depleted quicker, and less resources for the rest of
the tribe; requiring them to move to new territories. After three million years of humans living
like hunter gatherers, it is estimated that the human population at the beginning of the
Neolithic period was around ten million.
Then things changed very quickly for the tribes who invented Totalitarian agriculture.
Women invented agriculture, resulting from their close association and experimentation with
seeds and plants, in their role as foragers. This change occurred because some tribes started
practicing a particular form of ‘surplus agriculture’ (hereinafter referred to as ‘totalitarian
agriculture’) where farmers grew large surpluses of stored food. The consolidation of agriculture
results in the centralization of political power: cities & civilization. Before the discovery of oil
and coal, the practice of totalitarian agriculture farming was far more labour intensive than
hunting and subsistence farming; so men took over agriculture; and women were now relegated
to being brood sows, to breed economic and cannon fodder: children to work in the fields or be
soldiers. Surplus food meant that some members of the tribe could now work in other
specialized fields: soldiers, clerks, etc; and also that the tribes could grow their tribes
population. World population doubled in three thousand years; and again in only two thousand
years. It jumped from ten million to fifty million—probably eighty percent of them being
practitioners of totalitarian agriculture. It was getting crowded.
Beginning of War is Peace War resulting from overbreeding and overconsuming: In all of
three million years, humans had never been crowded anywhere. But now the people of
practicing totalitarian agriculture were learning what it means to be crowded. Overworked,
overgrazed land was becoming less and less productive. There were more people, and they were

competing for dwindling resources; and people now began to organize their tribes into forms of
standing armies to fight for land or resources. The tribes first war-making machinery:
warlords—kings, princes, emperors and their nation states formed for the purpose of armed
defense and aggression. “It’s during this period that we see the standing army forged as the
monarch’s sword of power. Without a standing army, a king is just a windbag in fancy clothes.
But with a standing army, a king can impose his will on his enemies and engrave his name in
history—and absolutely the only names we have from this era are the names of conquering
kings. No scientists, no philosophers, no historians, no prophets, just conquerors. For the first
time in human history, the important people are the people with armies.”
Evolution of War is Peace War: Advancement and acquisition of Human and Military
Technology and Capital vs Breeding of CannonFodder: In a battle between two armies with the
same level of military skill and technology; generally the bigger army wins. Many of history’s
military conquerors have relied on simply growing cannon fodder to slaughter on the
battlefields to win their battles or wars. Some military conquerors focussed on improving their
soldiers skills (psychological, physical, intellectual, spiritual, etc), technology (better armor,
better swords, better chariots, better bows and arrows, better scaling machines, better rams,
better artillery, better guns, better tanks, better planes, better bombs, better rockets, better
nerve gas, better germs, better chemicals); and legal moral supremacist ‘innocence for sale’
indulgence interpretations psychological warfare doctrine. Many times small armies with
greater technological equipment and/or military tactical or strategic skills won: There are many
examples, but two are Battle of Blood River (guns), conquest of North and South America (guns,
germs & steel).
WiP Resource Conflict: Initially economic, then political, and finally military organized
conflict: Centuries of conflict over resources generated an international law social contract
founded upon Masonic phallic force (rule of force international treaties); that rewarded those
who engage in seething energies of lucifer breeding and consumption wars; which bribe their
tribes members to believe it is their 'inalienable [freedumb slavery] right' to breed and consume
above carrying capacity limits; while denying personal responsibility for the human factory
farming organized violence conquer and culling racism, sexism, nationalism, socialism,
capitalism, nazism, islamism, zionism, corporatism, stalinism, human sacrifice culling, etc
consequences; as people are motivated beyond retardation (motarded) to choose to join one or
other ideological, religious, racial or cultural tribe to engage in resource war thieving to
accumulate more resources to grow their tribe to enable it to protect itself from another tribes
organized violence resource war thieving.
Totalitarian Agriculture’s Luciferian Evil Human Sacrifice Harvest Religions:
“When The Mason learns that the Key to the warrior on the block is the proper
application of the dynamo of living power, he has learned the Mystery of his Craft. The
seething energies of Lucifer are in his hands and before he may step onward and upward,
he must prove his ability to properly apply this energy.” - Manly Palmer Hall,
Illustrious: the Lost Keys of Freemasonry
"in this case the defendants are not simply accused of planning or directing wholesale
killings through channels. They are not charged with sitting in an office hundreds and
thousands of miles away from the slaughter. It is asserted with particularity that these
men were in the field actively superintending, controlling, directing, and taking an active
part in the bloody harvest." - Nuremberg Military Tribunal, United States of America vs.
Otto Ohlendorf, et. al. ("Einsatzgruppen trial"), Judgment.

All civilized religions — from Christianity, to Gnosticism, etc — were ‘created’ in the minds
of man to comprehend the concept of ‘evil’ (aka organized violence), subsequent to man’s
invention of agriculture, approximately 10,000 years ago; and where such agriculture created
food surpluses, resulting in population surpluses, and expansion of their territory resulting in
population pressure clashes with other tribes territories, resource war conflict.
Extended misery resulting from direct and psychic existential conflict resulted in man’s
attempt to understand so-called ‘evil’; or put more simply: the organized resource thieving direct
conflict (rape, murder, slavery, etc) resulting from population pressures and escalating relations
with fellow humans based upon the absence of consent, i.e. extended periods of psychic and
physical violence and coercion.
If there are two or ten people living on an island with enough food and other resources and
space, for one hundred people; there is no need to coerce another for food or resources freely and
abundantly available. In the absence of a resource scarcity conflict mindset, and plenty of space,
tribal relations are more conductive to cooperation and sharing. Living in the moment. There is
no need for an external God in the sky to explain ‘evil’; there is only a consciousness to
appreciate the source of resource abundance, as the ‘source of life’; and to live in harmony with
such source: nature. Violence is limited to food chain violence experienced by all species; namely
hunting and being hunted by another predator for immediate food. [See also: Law of Limited
Competition]
If the tribe introduces agriculture, which results in an agricultural surplus and uses such
agricultural surplus to justify greater population; then as the population increases, so the
population pressures increase. There is less space to run away from someone who may be
temporarily angry, or wanting something another is not willing to provide in that moment. The
existence of ‘evil’ (organized violence) is plausibly directly proportional to the resource war
conflict, resulting from the tribe’s violation of carrying capacity limits; and/or coming into
contact with another tribe’s territorial expansion as a result of their violation of carrying
capacity limits. In attempting to understand the existential meaning of this symptom of ‘evil’
resulting from violation of carrying capacity limits resource war conflict, man created religions...
The invention of agriculture and agricultural surpluses, and subsequent organized violence
of civilization are the biblical story of Adam and Eve’s loss of living in carrying capacity
harmony with the natural world resource abundant paradise, and Cain’s choice to be a farmer.
Others saw opportunities for socio-political status benefits from exploiting the reality of
organized violence (evil), and suppressed this conscious reality of their intentions by invoking
various phallic ‘right’ justifications for their ‘right’ to engage in organized violence (evil).
The Mason’s ‘seething energies of lucifer’ are the psychological warfare art of manipulating
and coercing men and women to overbreed and overconsume, to thereby aggravate resource war
conflict, and the ability to divide and conquer people’s, for the socio-political profit of the
‘warrior’, to ‘step onward and upward’; as he ‘proves his human sacrifice ability’ to apply his
breeding war and consumption war energies. Put differently, the ‘seething energies of lucifer’
are no less than the phallic justification for profiting from aggravating and perpetuating
deliberate organized violence, without the consent of the recipients of the violence.
Totalitarian Agriculture WiP Tower of Babel Empires that violently collapsed: Humans who
engage in totalitarian agriculture, engage in Predator-Prey Growth and Collapse of
Civilization/Empire cycles: Greco-Rome, Minoan, Mycenaean, Sumerians, Akkadian, Assyrian,

Babylonian, Achaemenid, Seleucid, Zhou, Han, Tang, Song, Parthian, Sassanid, Umayyad,
Abbasid, Mauryan, Gupta, Maya, Hittite, Harrapan and Teotihuacan. Collapses result from (1)
Ecological Strain due to procreation and consumption above ecological carrying capacity limits;
and (2) Economic Stratification; and have included the disappearance of between 90-99% of
their populations (from famine, disease and organized violence resource wars) including their
kings, Gods, calendars and other complex political and cultural institutions.
------------End Excerpt: EoP PoW et al -v- Norwegian Nobel Committee et al -------------“Fate: Unintended Consequences: Catton: Seyright Mills of Columbia Univ's sociological
definition of fate. Fate is what happens when innumerable people make innumerable small
decisions about other matters that have the collective cumulative effect that nobody intended.
That’s what happened when we overpopulated the world. .... a fusion of forces that separated us
from the laws of life... that told us that we could live apart from those laws of limits, without
rules.” -- What a Way to Go: Life at the End of Empire.
* ~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~ * * ~~~~~~~~ *
What shall Diem25 leadership decisions be:
New Ecology of Peace international law rules; or current Masonic War is Peace international
law ‘WTF is the Befehl?’ confucius rules?
Do you sincerely want a change in Masonic War is Peace – pretend we give a fuck about
economic inequality; psycho-social resource conflict conformity pressures; climate change, food
shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste,
pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak population, species extinction, loss of
biodiversity, peak resources, corporate and political corruption; nation states standing army or
dissident guerrilla army ‘terrorism’ resource war military aggression, etc; while doing sweet
fuck all about the root ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying
capacity limits’ international law social contract clauses – culture?
Are you willing to change the conversation; to have a conversation that has not been had before;
to have a conversation about – ecological overshoot resource depletion tipping points and
resource conflict – national resource shrinking lifeboats decision-making about ‘whom should be
removed from the lifeboat aka national genepool; how should they be removed; how many
should be removed; by whom and when should they be removed’?
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in EoP Applicants: Bobby Inman [PDF];
Frank Battistelli [PDF]; EoP Axis: EoP v WiP negotiations: Diem25 [PDF].
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Lara Johnstone | To: Diem 25: Y Varoufakis & S Horvat [PDF]
CC: Hungary: Viktor Orban & S Bayer; EoP App: B Inman [PDF]; F Battistelli [PDF]
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2016 10:48 PM
Subject: Y Varoufakis & S Horvat: Diem25: EoP Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2016 10:48 PM
To: 'Yanis Varoufakis'; 'Srećko Horvat'; 'Srećko Horvat'; 'Slavoj Zizek'; 'Istros Books'; 'PT: Coimbra: Stuart
Holland'; 'NL: Rijks Akademie'; 'Global University'; 'Analyze Greece'; 'Subversive Festival'; 'Dan Berger';
'European Alternatives'; 'Central & European Conference'; 'General Conference Team'; 'TV Fest Bar';
'Vendivek'; 'Insight Turkey'; 'PL: Bacaci Sjenki'; 'Intnl Marxist Humanist'; 'Dimitri Lascaris'; 'Sharmini
Peries'; 'Paul Jay'; 'Lawrence Wilkerson'
Cc: 'Bujdosó Gyula'; 'Zsolt Bayer via Fidesz: UJ Demokracia Kozpont'; 'HU Intnl Comm Ofc: Zoltan
Kovacs'; 'Prime Minister'; 'PM Cabinet'; 'Min Agric'; 'Min Def'; 'Min Human Capacities'; 'Min Interior';
'Press'; 'Min Justice'; 'Min National Development'; 'Min National Economy'; 'PM Office'; 'Hungarian
Spectrum: Eva Balogh'; 'Budapest Beacon'; 'Letters'; 'Hungarian Free Press'; 'Admiral Bobby R. Inman U.
S. Navy Ret.'; 'Col Frank Battistelli'
Subject: Y Varoufakis & S Horvat: Diem25: EoP Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation

TO: DIEM25: Democracy in Europe: Yanis Varoufakis; Srećko Horvat
CC: Hungary: Viktor Orban & Zsolt Bayer:
CC: EoP Applicants: Admiral Bobby R. Inman U. S. Navy Ret.;Col Frank Battistelli
DIEM25: Democracy in Europe: Yanis Varoufakis; Srećko Horvat:
Yanis Varoufakis (yanisvaroufakis@gmail.com); Srećko Horvat (srecko.horvat@gmail.com);
Srećko Horvat (srecko.horvat@subversiveforum.com); Slavoj Zizek (slavoj.zizek@guest.arnes.si);
Istros Books (info@istrosbooks.com); PT: Coimbra: Stuart Holland (sholland@fe.uc.pt); NL: Rijks
Akademie (reservations@rijksakademie.nl); Global University (our.global.u@gmail.com);
Analyze Greece (analyzegr@gmail.com); Subversive Festival (info@subversivefestival.com); Dan
Berger (danberger81@gmail.com); European Alternatives (talkrealnet@gmail.com); Central &
European Conference (editorial@ecpr.eu); General Conference Team
(generalconference@ecpr.eu); TV Fest Bar (contact@tvfestbar.com); Vendivek
(vendvidek@citromail.hu); Insight Turkey (bookreview@insightturkey.com); PL: Bacaci Sjenki
(bacaci.sjenki@gmail.com); Intnl Marxist Humanist (arise@internationalmarxisthumanist.org);
Dimitri Lascaris (dimitri.lascaris@siskinds.com); Sharmini Peries (sharmini@therealnews.com);
Paul Jay (contact@therealnews.com); Lawrence Wilkerson (lbwilk@wm.edu)
Hungary: Viktor Orban & Zsolt Bayer:
Bujdosó Gyula (gbujdos1@gmail.com); Zsolt Bayer via Fidesz: UJ Demokracia Kozpont
(demokraciakozpont@fidesz.hu); HU Intnl Comm Ofc: Zoltan Kovacs (intcomm@mk.gov.hu);
Prime Minister (miniszterelnok@me.gov.hu); PM Cabinet (mk@mk.gov.hu); Min Agric
(sajto@fm.gov.hu); Min Def (hmugyfelszolgalat@hm.gov.hu); Min Human Capacities
(ugyfelszolgalat@emmi.gov.hu); Min Interior (ugyfelszolgalat@bm.gov.hu); Press
(sajto@bm.gov.hu); Min Justice (lakossag@im.gov.hu); Min National Development
(ugyfelszolgalat@nfm.gov.hu); Min National Economy (ugyfelszolgalat@ngm.gov.hu); PM Office
(titkarsag@me.gov.hu); Hungarian Spectrum: Eva Balogh
(information@hungarianspectrum.org); Budapest Beacon (inquiry@budapestbeacon.com);
Letters (letters@budapestbeacon.com); Hungarian Free Press (editor@hungarianfreepress.com)

EoP Applicants:
Admiral Bobby R. Inman U. S. Navy Ret. (inman@austin.utexas.edu); Col Frank Battistelli
(frank.battistelli@us.af.mil)
Y Varoufakis & S Horvat: Diem25: EoP Simple Root Cause Problem Solving
Recommendation
No response has been received to EoP Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation
correspondence sent to Diem 25.
Europe & ‘Western Civilization’ Migration and Economic; Law and Order Collapse
Observations:
PNG: Europe 'on the verge of civil war' - Swiss Army Chiefs Urgent Warning | Swedish
National Police Chief - Can not guarantee the safety of Swedish people anymore | Norwegian
Army Chief - We Must Prepare to Fight | For EU's Sake! Germany Must Deport Refugees says
Finance Minister | One Must be Blind or Stupid not to Realize that Russia is Defending Europe
in Syria | World Jewish Congress and Official German Jewry Welcome Nonwhite Invasion |
Wikileaks Release 'Classified Report' on EU's military's Operation Sophia against Refugee
Flows | Expert - The Swedish Legal System is about to Collapse || PNG: Norwegian
Goverment: We will abandon international law if Sweden collapses | American Yogurt Tycoon
vows to choke US with Muslims | Hungary closes door on Afghan Asylum Seekers | Greek
Police Remove Migrants after Macedonia Closes Border | Berlin Landmark covered in Lesbos
Refugee Lifejackets | Norwegian Army Chief: Europe Needs to Destroy Islam if they are going
to survive | UK Business Leaders: Economic Cost of Regaining control of borders and laws is
too great | Brussels in Shock as Italian PM declares: EU is like orchestra on Titanic | 9,000
former soldiers homeless after leaving the military || PNG: Resident of Calais speaks |
Turkey's Erdogan threatened to flood Europe with Migrants | George Soros Calls on EU to
Bankrupt Itself in Order to Destroy Itself | Berlin Opens Germany's first major gay refugee
center | Rejected Migrants turn Austrian station into a 'terminus of fear' | They knew and did
nothing: Police and councillor 'protected Rotherham grooming ringleader' | Police are concerned
after Soldiers of Odin rapid growth in Norway | National Synergists Conference in London |
Faggot Nutzis || PNG: Witch-hunt for whistleblowers? German police 'probing cops' who leaked
Cologne sex assaults | Orban puts Western European leaders to shame | German anti-fascists
threaten mafia-style attacks on anti-immigration village | At least 53 areas in Sweden
controlled by Extremist gangs | One million migrants will reach EU this year; says Head of EU
border Agency Frontex | African family shown how to use toilet in their new flat as homeless
veteran freezes to death in street | British truckers arming themselves with stun-guns |
Belgium reinstates France border checks | Hungary calls Referendum on Refugee Quotas: "Can
anyone else decide for Hungarians Who We Live With?"
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in EoP Applicants: Bobby Inman [PDF];
Frank Battistelli [PDF]; EoP Axis: EoP v WiP negotiations: Diem25 [PDF].
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Lara Johnstone | To: Diem 25: Y Varoufakis & S Horvat [PDF]
CC: Hungary: Viktor Orban & S Bayer; EoP App [PDF]: B Inman; F Battistelli; T McVeigh & V
Putin; TCM Assoc, Oxford & Stuart Buttle Family
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2016 1:58 PM | 2:15 PM
Subject: Y Varoufakis & S Horvat: Diem25: EoP Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation

________________________________
From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2016 2:06 PM
To: 'Peter Stuart-Buttle'; 'Max Lee'; 'Chris McAuley'; 'Oxford: Crossroads of Knowledge'; 'Tim Stuart
Buttle'
Subject: TCM Assoc & Oxford Crossroads of Knowledge: Stuart-Buttle Family: Re: Diem25: EoP Simple
Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation

TCM Associates & Oxford: Crossroads of Knowledge: Peter & Timmy Stuart-Buttle:
Peter Stuart-Buttle (psb@tcmassociates.co.uk); Max Lee (max@tcmassociates.co.uk); Chris
McAuley (chris@tcmassociates.co.uk); Oxford: Crossroads of Knowledge
(crossroads@crassh.cam.ac.uk); Tim Stuart Buttle (ts630@cam.ac.uk)
Peter and Timmy
Please note 25 February 2016 correspondence to Diem25 includes reference to my former
employment with Stuart-Buttle family; and the filing of Stuart-Buttle family references; in my
Johnstone v Desmond Tutu et al complaint to the International Criminal Court.
For prior EoP correspondence to Diem 25: See: (i) EoP Applicants PDF: Bobby Inman; Frank
Battistelli; (ii) EoP Axis: EoP v WiP negotiations: Diem25 PDF.
If you have any questions, feel free to ask.
Hope you are well.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

____________________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2016 1:58 PM | 2:15 PM
To: 'Yanis Varoufakis'; 'Srećko Horvat'; 'Srećko Horvat'; 'Slavoy Zizek'; 'Istros Books'; 'PT: Coimbra:
Stuart Holland'; 'NL: Rijks Akademie'; 'Global University'; 'Analyze Greece'; 'Subversive Festival'; 'UK:
Edinburgh: Igor Stiks'; 'Dan Berger'; 'European Alternatives'; 'Central & European Conference'; 'General

Conference Team'; 'Social Context'; 'TV Fest Bar'; 'Vendivek'; 'Insight Turkey'; 'PL: Bacaci Sjenki'; 'Intnl
Marxist Humanist'; 'Dimitri Lascaris'; 'Denise Kinting'; 'Sharmini Peries'; 'Paul Jay'; 'Lawrence Wilkerson'
Cc: 'Bujdosó Gyula'; 'Zsolt Bayer via Fidesz: Polgarok Haza'; 'UJ Demokracia Kozpont'; 'HU Intnl Comm
Ofc: Zoltan Kovacs'; 'Prime Minister'; 'PM Cabinet'; 'Min Agric'; 'Min Def'; 'Min Human Capacities'; 'Min
Interior'; 'Press'; 'Min Justice'; 'Min National Development'; 'Min National Economy'; 'PM Office';
'Hungarian Spectrum: Eva Balogh'; 'Budapest Beacon'; 'Letters'; 'Hungarian Free Press'; 'Admiral Bobby
R. Inman U. S. Navy Ret.'; 'Col Frank Battistelli'; 'President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office'; 'Copy
to: Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta'; 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'via DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE:
Timothy McVeigh'; 'Copy to: NSA: Gen Keith Alexander'; 'Peter Stuart-Buttle'; 'Max Lee'; 'Chris McAuley';
'Oxford: Crossroads of Knowledge'; 'Tim Stuart Buttle' | 'Slavoj Zizek'
Subject: Y Varoufakis & S Horvat: Diem25: EoP Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation

TO: DIEM25: Democracy in Europe: Yanis Varoufakis; Srećko Horvat
CC: Hungary: Viktor Orban & Zsolt Bayer
CC: EoP Applicants: Bobby Inman, Frank Battistelli, Timothy McVeigh, Vladimir Putin
CC: TCM Associates & Oxford: Crossroads of Knowledge: Peter & Timmy Stuart-Buttle
DIEM25: Democracy in Europe: Yanis Varoufakis; Srećko Horvat:
Yanis Varoufakis (yanisvaroufakis@gmail.com); Srećko Horvat (srecko.horvat@gmail.com);
Srećko Horvat (srecko.horvat@subversiveforum.com); Slavoy Zizek (sz21@nyu.edu); Istros Books
(info@istrosbooks.com); PT: Coimbra: Stuart Holland (sholland@fe.uc.pt); NL: Rijks Akademie
(reservations@rijksakademie.nl); Global University (our.global.u@gmail.com); Analyze Greece
(analyzegr@gmail.com); Subversive Festival (info@subversivefestival.com); UK: Edinburgh: Igor
Stiks (Stiks@ed.ac.uk); Dan Berger (danberger81@gmail.com); European Alternatives
(talkrealnet@gmail.com); Central & European Conference (editorial@ecpr.eu); General
Conference Team (generalconference@ecpr.eu); Social Context (info@socialcontext.info); TV Fest
Bar (contact@tvfestbar.com); Vendivek (vendvidek@citromail.hu); Insight Turkey
(bookreview@insightturkey.com); PL: Bacaci Sjenki (bacaci.sjenki@gmail.com); Intnl Marxist
Humanist (arise@internationalmarxisthumanist.org); Dimitri Lascaris
(dimitri.lascaris@siskinds.com); Denise Kinting (denise.kinting@siskinds.com); Sharmini Peries
(sharmini@therealnews.com); Paul Jay (contact@therealnews.com); Lawrence Wilkerson
(lbwilk@wm.edu); Slavoj Zizek (slavoj.zizek@guest.arnes.si)
Hungary: Viktor Orban & Zsolt Bayer:
Bujdosó Gyula (gbujdos1@gmail.com); Zsolt Bayer via Fidesz: Polgarok Haza
(polgarokhaza@chello.hu); UJ Demokracia Kozpont (demokraciakozpont@fidesz.hu); HU Intnl
Comm Ofc: Zoltan Kovacs (intcomm@mk.gov.hu); Prime Minister (miniszterelnok@me.gov.hu);
PM Cabinet (mk@mk.gov.hu); Min Agric (sajto@fm.gov.hu); Min Def
(hmugyfelszolgalat@hm.gov.hu); Min Human Capacities (ugyfelszolgalat@emmi.gov.hu); Min
Interior (ugyfelszolgalat@bm.gov.hu); Press (sajto@bm.gov.hu); Min Justice
(lakossag@im.gov.hu); Min National Development (ugyfelszolgalat@nfm.gov.hu); Min National
Economy (ugyfelszolgalat@ngm.gov.hu); PM Office (titkarsag@me.gov.hu); Hungarian
Spectrum: Eva Balogh (information@hungarianspectrum.org); Budapest Beacon
(inquiry@budapestbeacon.com); Letters (letters@budapestbeacon.com); Hungarian Free Press
(editor@hungarianfreepress.com)
EoP Applicants:
Admiral Bobby R. Inman U. S. Navy Ret. (inman@austin.utexas.edu); Col Frank Battistelli
(frank.battistelli@us.af.mil); President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office
(press_office@prpress.gov.ru); Copy to: Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta
(ruspospr@mweb.co.za); Timothy McVeigh (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com); via DOJ-NSD

Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh (nsd.public@usdoj.gov); Copy to: NSA: Gen
Keith Alexander (KBalexanderLTG@nsa.gov)
TCM Associates & Oxford: Crossroads of Knowledge: Peter & Timmy Stuart-Buttle:
Peter Stuart-Buttle (psb@tcmassociates.co.uk); Max Lee (max@tcmassociates.co.uk); Chris
McAuley (chris@tcmassociates.co.uk); Oxford: Crossroads of Knowledge
(crossroads@crassh.cam.ac.uk); Tim Stuart Buttle (ts630@cam.ac.uk)

Y Varoufakis & S Horvat: Diem25: EoP Simple Root Cause Problem Solving
Recommendation
Sincere Honour EcoFootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics Root Cause Problem Solving
Legal Discussion:
Correction / Clarification:
“I don’t know if you are aware of this information; but Ecology of Peace culture has been having
a legal discussion that has never been had before, since 18 June 2002; focused on the root
causes of all the aforementioned socio-economic and psycho-political problems being whined
about; i.e. about reforming or abolishing the ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for
ecological carrying capacity limits’ clauses of the international law social contract; and options
for implementing an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; that requires all the
worlds citizens from all races, religions and cultures to procreate and consume below ecological
carrying capacity limits.”
Re: Legal vs Public involvement in an Honourable EcoFootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics Root
Cause Problem Solving Legal Discussion about options for implementing an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract:
Lara Johnstone:
Public: approximately 1994 or thereabouts; when I became an active Greenpeace activist in
London.
Legal: 18 June 2002 in George, South Africa. Necessity defence obstructed by lawyers.
Timothy McVeigh:
Public: unknown; presumably 1991 Gulf War or thereabouts; but could be inaccurate.
Legal: 19 April 1995 in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, United States of America. Necessity Defence
obstructed by lawyers. See: EoP v WiP negotiations Correspondence: Oklahoma City Bombing &
Faked Execution of Timothy McVeigh [PDF]
Vladimir Putin:
Public: unknown; presumably Siege of Leningrad and Peak Natural Resources dissertation.
Legal: As yet unconfirmed: See: Former CIA acting director Michael Morell testifying to House
Intelligence Committee Hearing on Benghazi, on 02 April 2014: “Sir, there is a difference
between what it was, which was a terrorist attack, and what motivated it. Those are two
completely different things. No doubt it was a terrorist attack. To this day we still don't know
the motivations of the people who conducted the attack because we have not caught any of
them.”
Lara & Timothy 19 April 1995 coincidence:

On or about 19 April 1995; I had a disagreement with my then employer: Peter Stuart-Buttle. I
had been hired by him to be his housekeeper and nanny for his two children: Rachel and
Timmy. He was a single father and he won custody of the children; after his former wife
committed suicide; because she was afraid of going blind. Peter had a girlfriend, if I recall
correctly her name was Lisa; whom had gone to work in Hong Kong for a year. While there she
assumed he was being faithful to her; which he was not. When she wrote to me and asked me
how things were with the kids and Peter; I informed her of reality. I also informed Peter that I
had informed Lisa that he was not being faithful. Both Peter and Lisa were furious with me. I
informed Peter that I offered to resign. My thoughts were that if Peter did not want or
appreciate a nanny who valued honesty and educating his children about fully informed
consenting relationships; then it was best he found a nanny to teach his children whatever he
wanted to teach his children. Peter accepted my resignation on 19 April 1995. On 20 April 1995
he provided me with his Reference letter. A copy of Peter’s reference letter and other StuartButtle family members reference letters are included in the complaint to the International
Criminal Court: Lara Johnstone v Desmond Tutu et al.
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in (i) EoP Applicants [PDF]: Bobby Inman;
Frank Battistelli; Timothy McVeigh; Vladimir Putin; (ii) EoP Axis: EoP v WiP negotiations:
Diem25 [PDF].
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

